
SUNSAIL 41.0 

The brand new Sunsail 41.0 is a cutting edge 
Performance Cruiser/Racer that combines incredible 
sailing performance with a revolutionary deck and 
interior design that is unparalleled in the sailing 
market. Already a winner of multiple awards and 
positive test sail reviews, the Sunsail 41.0 joins our UK 
charter fleet in 2020. 

These boats are perfectly matched for an exciting 
racing experience, but are equally well suited to 
cruising charters with family and friends, and also 
provide the perfect platform for RYA courses.   

A crew sailing onboard the Sunsail 41.0 will discover a 
responsive yacht with a huge open deck space that 
makes them ideal for racing and networking alike. A 
dual helm with easy access to winches affords ample 
opportunity for everyone onboard to get involved 
when sailing these yachts.  

Specifications:   

Crew              10 
Berths 9 
Cabins 3 
Heads                   1 
LOA 12.35m/40’6” 
Beam 3.99m/13’1” 
Max. Draft 2.14m/7’ 
Sail Area 77.1msq/830ftsq 
Engine 29kw/40hp 
Headroom 1.90m/6’2” 

The Sunsail 41.0 has several features that make it the ideal 
vessel for any sailor. It features a full-length chine, twin 
rudders and a reverse bow that rises out of the water. At a 
total length of 12.35m, the deck construction boasts 30% 
weight savings compared to traditional decks, resulting in a 
boat that is balanced, responsive and rewarding to helm. 

A rarity for a 40ft yacht, the Sunsail 41.0 is a 9-berth boat, 
with a double bed towards the bow, two further doubles aft, 
and bench seating in the main cabin that converts into 
another double and a single bed. Although capable of 
sleeping 9, the yacht can be sailed or raced with a further 
crew member onboard to give a total crew size of 10. 

The yacht benefits from a lower boom, which facilitates 
access to the sail and increases the sail area. Centralised 
winches, which can be controlled directly from the cockpit, 
also contribute to safety on board. 

In addition, the Sunsail 41.0 has a fully equipped kitchenette 
and ample storage space.  

Each yacht is fully MCA coded and compliant with all RYA 
safety regulations. 

Perfectly suited to racing and cruising alike, these yachts 
are designed to bring you a higher quality sailing experience 
without losing any of the excitement. Being part of a 
perfectly matched fleet of boats means that racing victory 
will all be down to the teamwork, skills, tactics and 
expertise of you and your crew. 

Please note that by providing a purchase order number 
or making a payment you are deemed to have read and 
understood our booking terms and conditions.  

T&C's: Click Here

https://www.sunsail.co.uk/sites/default/files/uk_sunsail_corporate_and_racing_booking_conditions_v18_2.pdf

